08 February 2012

PRESS RELEASE
bathomatic® filmed for brand new Channel 4 series, Home of the Future, which
starts February 12th, 7.00pm on Channel 4
What happens if you ask a normal family to boldly go where no-one has gone before to live in the future? This five-part Channel 4 series, co-funded by one of the UK’s
leading energy companies E.ON, and produced by Twofour, transforms the lives of a
family, filling their home from top-to-bottom with futuristic technology and gadgets.
As well as having cutting-edge technology and gadgets to play with, the Perera family in
Sheffield will be challenged by scenarios likely to come in the next twenty to fifty years.
Overseen by expert Chris Sanderson, the Pereras will discover how we may work, rest
and play - as well as eat, travel, stay healthy and power our homes.
The series looks at the effects of working from home and living in multi-generational
households and asks: what will we eat when cheap food is gone and mass-produced
meat is unsustainable? And the family face being shamed by their bin if they don’t
recycle enough and being temporarily banned from short car journeys (electric and
hydrogen-powered, naturally).
But the future is not all bad news as the Pereras discover mind-controlled games,
domestic power stations that slash their bills, robots they can control from the other side
of the world, waterless washing machines, cars, lawnmowers and vacuums that drive
themselves and the joys of growing your own fish supper.
Why bathomatic

®

bathomatic® fills you bath to perfection adding perfumes and bubbles and maintains the
water temperature for as long as needed. It can be controlled from anywhere and
stores presets with favourite depth, temperature and fragrance for each member of the
family. Luxury and environmentally friendly are no longer mutually exclusive
The first episode of Home of the Future airs on February 12th, 7.00pm on Channel 4.
Press contact for the show:
Anna Collins, 01752 727 484, Anna.Collins@twofour.co.uk
Matthew Robinson, 07909 684 746, matthew@mrtvpr.co.uk
Quotes are available on request.
Pictures related to the show are available at http://channel4.com/info/press
For further information on bathomatic® eco which is part of the Home of the Future visit
www.uniqueautomation.co.uk or telephone +44 (0) 20 7740 3910

bathomatic® pictures are available at http://www.bath-o-matic.com/html/EN/press
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